Call the Bin Cleaning experts.

Maximize Safety – Minimize Down Time
QUICK RESPONSE

the best tools
an umatched
safety record
commitment to
continuous
improvement

Pneumat has been building the equipment and performing bin and silo
clean-out services since 1982. Call TeamPneumat for help and they’re on
their way, ready to provide expertise that gets production back on
track, fast.

EFFECTIVE, HYDRAULIC-POWERED EQUIPMENT
The powerful Cardox Blasting System and the hydraulic-powered BinWhip
and BinDrill put Pneumat Systems at the cutting edge of bulk solids flow
management. TeamPneumat gets the job done the first time, with the best
tools available.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

a record of
good customer
relationships

Why hammer or poke at the problem? When the real costs of a built-up,
ratholed, bridged or plugged silo are calculated, it’s easy to see that
TeamPneumat is the smart choice for the fast, economical and safe
reclamation of your storage vessel.

A SAFETY RECORD NO-ONE CAN MATCH
Pneumat Systems does not have an oﬃcial government safety record
because there has never been safety violation. Pneumat Systems makes
bulk material maintenance less dangerous.
Pneumat minimizes problems, maximizes safety, and stands behind its
products. All costs are clear so there’s never any confusion about price.
Pneumat employs only highly trained staﬀ, that works in the open, and
always follows through. Let Pneumat help you keep your production line
in motion.
It’s too expensive not to fix the problem.

Pneumat will go head-to-head with ANY competitor.

Service On Call - Make the call and forget about the problem.
Unique tools give us the edge.

• Quick response
• Highly trained personnel

Pneumat’s BinWhip is powered by hydraulics,which means that there
is more power and better control. Hydraulic cleaning heads deliver
tremendous power, yet are safe, easy to control, and won’t damage
vessel walls. The BinWhip works from the top of the vessel, which
eliminates the need for dangerous, confined space entry. No external
air power is required.

• Safety first
• Proprietary, all-hydraulic tools
• Equipment designed, used &
perfected by TeamPneumat
• Self-suﬃcient crews, well
equipped

BinDrill is the safe, eﬀective way to break through solidified material in
a bulk materials production line. Precise, controlled,all-hydraulic power
gives it the to work its way through rock-hard materials. And a
practical plus—BinDrill and BinWhip use the same Hydraulic Power
Unit, which requires only a 440 Volt 3-phase electrical hook-up to
operate.

• Only 3-phase electrical needs
to be supplied by customer
• Eﬃcient service delivery
• Customer may participate as
desired - No hidden
operations

Cardox is powerful enough to break concrete, coal and other rockhard materials in less than a second. It works where other tools
cannot, because it’s powered by controlled release of carbon dioxide,
a gas that can be used in high-temperature production areas and
where hazardous, flammable, or combustible materials are stored.

• On the job until it’s finished
• No hidden costs
Air Cannons are permanently installed, so are not used by
TeamPneumat. But they are frequently requested by customers as a
simple tool for ongoing flow maintenance. Regular blasts of plant air
from Air Cannons prevent build-up that causes more serious problems.

RailSpreader makes filling railcars full a much easier and safer job. By
redirecting the grain flow from down to out the railcar fills from the
outside hopper walls into the center inverting the angle of repose and
filling in the voids normally found at the top. All this less dust and no
shoveling or re-topping to try and make weight.
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HopperPopper makes easy work of unloading hard cars and hopper
trucks, without all the back breaking labor and or damage to hoppers.
AirForce blasting technology is coupled with wireless remote controls
to place a 360° nozzle into stubborn non-flowing materials such as
DDGs or soya meal to knock loose material and re-fluidize it to make
it flow out the gate without a single sledge hammer!

